Hockey Team Knocks Off Bus Skids

Tech's hockey team almost met disaster last Saturday afternoon, when the bus in which they were travelling to Durham, New Hampshire, skidded and went off the road into a ditch, just outside of Exeter.

Fortunately, an accident happened as the bus was rounding an unguardcd bend. Because of the slippery conditions, the driver was unable to keep the heavy vehicle on the road, and it backed the ditch. Luckily, the bus did not hit any other vehicles or persons were hurt. After a slight delay, the team proceeded on to play the hockey game in another bus.

Freshmen Down Worcester 44-22

Relay Mark Falls

First Since 1916

To Sink Amherst

Andover Fee Tomorrow

Taking the deciding points by beating the first Institute relay medley record, the freshman swimming team Saturday defeated the veteran team 44-22 in our pool by the score of 40-28. When the events were over, except the 50 yard freestyle and the diving, the team became the winners of the meet and, in celebration of such a victory, the team will defeat Worcester Academy in the past 25 years.

Hockey Team Loses

In Overtime Again

Two Decisions, Three Falls, Slow Beaver Team Finally Reaches Form

The Amherst grapplers went down to their second defeat in a row today against a Beaver team which was weakened by the loss of 121 pounder Bob Gilliboby, 126 pounder Bill Clark, 130 pounder Bob Grintz, and 164 pounder High Ofield.

Brower, Classke substitutes, War- ner and Adams, however, have a

...against the powerful Williams team which they will engage the Brown forwards, and...

...Boggs...will be the perennial favorite in the New England League.

...Amherst copping the first pair of results from last Saturday's...